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Abstract—Interactive graph applications are often generating
irregular access patterns on very large graphs with trillions
of edges and billions of vertices. In order to provide short
response times for interactive queries, all these small data objects
need to be stored in memory. DXRAM is a distributed in-
memory system optimized to efficiently manage large amounts
of small data objects. In this paper, we present DXGraph, an
extension to allow graph processing on DXRAM storage nodes.
For a natural graph representation, each vertex is stored as an
object. We describe DXGraph’s implementation of a breadth-
first search (BFS) algorithm, as specified by the Graph500
benchmark. The preliminary evaluation of the BFS algorithm
shows that DXGraph’s implementation is up to five times faster
than Grappa’s and GraphLab’s with a peak throughput of over
323 million traversed edges per second.

Index Terms—Graph processing; Breadth-first search; Big
data; Cluster computing; In-memory storage

I. INTRODUCTION

Offline and online graph analytics need to process very large
graphs with up to billions of vertices connected by trillions of
edges. Interactive applications like social networks demand
high performance and low-latency storage solutions to ensure
fast response times for queries of potentially many interactive
users. Facebook is already storing billions of small, less than
64 byte, objects resulting in a graph with trillions of edges
[1]. Other graph examples are brain simulations with billions
of neurons and thousands of connections each [2] or search
engines for billions of indexed web pages [3].

Typically, databases and in-memory storages cannot handle
small data objects efficiently and introduce a considerable
large meta-data overhead on a per object basis. Therefore,
it is often recommended to aggregate vertices and edges
for queries which is impacting latency and burdening the
developer. Holding all objects always in RAM reduces access
latency dramatically but the huge amounts of small objects
require an efficient memory management and fault tolerance
to mask node failures.

DXRAM is a distributed in-memory storage system de-
signed to efficiently store and handle many small data ob-
jects. This is achieved by a minimal meta-data overhead,
scalability regarding number of storage nodes and high
throughput for remote and local client requests. DXRAM

is designed to run within a single data center, currently
supporting Gigabit Ethernet (Infiniband planned).

The main contributions of this paper are:
• DXGraph and DXCompute: Data structures and tasks

for loading, generation and processing of graphs with
either lightweight jobs or master-slave coordinated tasks
as computations on DXRAM.

• Direction optimized BFS implementation defined by the
second Graph500 [2] kernel with highly efficient data
structures.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Related work is
discussed in section II, followed by an architectural overview
of the DXRAM core in section III. Section IV describes the
typical steps involved with graph processing using the breadth-
first search as an example. Section V describes the imple-
mentation in DXGraph. Section VI presents the experimental
results followed by conclusions and an outlook on future work
in the last section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Many systems have been proposed to provide low-latency
data access for online graph queries and offline graph ana-
lytics. Google’s Pregel [4] introduced a new vertex centric
computation model based on message passing for distributed
offline graph processing. Each vertex receives messages and
executes modifications on its own data with fault tolerance
achieved through a checkpointing mechanism. DXGraph and
other graph systems share some characteristics with Pregel,
especially the vertex centric approach. However, DXGraph
is not sending computations to vertices compared to Pregel.
Furthermore, Pregel is not a key-value store and is targeting
offline processing. DXRAM provides fault tolerance through
a logging based approach instead of checkpointing. As an
open source counterpart to Pregel, Giraph [1] uses Hadoop
as a foundation for graph processing building on its existing
MapReduce framework.

GraphLab [5] is an offline distributed in-memory process-
ing framework for graphs. Also based on a vertex centric
execution model and fault tolerance through a checkpointing
mechanism, data is represented in a vertex centric manner. It
is designed for machine learning and graph based applications
with an API based on a three phase gather-apply-scatter
approach. Input graph data is represented as user modifiableHPGDMP16; Salt Lake City, Utah, USA; November 2016
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program state for each vertex. An update function executes
the user’s stateless computations on the data by transforming
it within the scope of a a single vertex. The sync operation
aggregates the results per vertex. Again, DXGraph shares the
natural data representation and an execution phase provides a
similar approach to the update function of GraphLab. However,
a separate sync operation to aggregate results is not forced
on the programmer. Depending on his application, he is
free to choose the paradigm fitting his use case. For fault
tolerance and persistence, logging is used for DXRAM and
checkpointing for GraphLab.

With GraphX [6] utilizing Spark’s data parallel framework
for distributed graph computations, graphs are stored as tabular
data instead of objects in a key-value store. Operations on the
data are defined as transformations on the immutable graph
yielding a new graph. Online graph analytics are enabled
with interactive queries like load, transform and compute.
Moreover, instead of creating backups of the altered data,
fault tolerance is achieved by maintaining the operations to
transform the base data. This approach is very different from
DXGraph’s and also many other systems of this category.

Microsoft’s graph engine Trinity [7] introduces its Trininty
Specification Language to define data schemata and to use the
message passing protocol of its distributed in-memory key-
value store and object management. Fault tolerance is provided
by backing up the data to a shared distributed file system.
Trinity provides a platform for online queries as well as offline
graph analytics with a vertex centric approach. In contrast to
Trinity, DXGraph does not provide a special language to define
data structures or using any of its services included. DXRAM’s
logging approach for fault tolerance is also very different to
the backup solution of Trinity. However, Trinity and DXGraph
share similar goals as well as the basic architecture for the
application programmer with a vertex centric approach and a
natural graph representation.

Also using a vertex centric approach for its graph ap-
plications, Grappa [8] is a shared memory runtime system
for clusters and multicore computers not limited to offline
and online graph processing, only. It abstracts hardware by
creating a single address space for the application as well
as executing code in the form of tasks. Tasks are scheduled
by Grappa’s tasking system using a work stealing approach
when mapping to threads. Moreover, Grappa’s scheduling
ensures low context switch times for worker threads when
executing tasks. Though sharing similar goals by not limiting
the system exclusively to graph processing, the shared memory
architecture is the key difference to DXRAM’s distributed
key-value store. Furthermore, DXCompute provides different
methods for executing code. Either the programmer creates his
own solution to execute custom application code or, he uses
the job system or tasking system (refer to III-B) provided by
DXCompute to delegate scheduling and execution. Currently,
Grappa does not provide any mechanisms for fault tolerance,
though the authors are considering this for their future work.

III. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

A. DXRAM Core

DXRAM is a distributed in-memory system for data centers
and is optimized for large amounts of small data objects. Such
objects are common in interactive applications like search en-
gines or social media networks which are based on enormous
data graphs. DXRAM keeps all data always in RAM providing
low-latency access even for irregular access patterns. Node
failures are masked by transparent logging and recovery [9].
Figure 1 shows the layered architecture of DXRAM including
the new extensions DXCompute (see section III-B) and DX-
Graph (see section III-C). Several components implement the
backend whereas services provide the API for the programmer.
Every DXRAM node is either a peer or a superpeer. Peers store
data objects, may run computations and exchange data directly
with other peers, and also serve client requests when DXRAM
is used as a back-end storage. Superpeers store global meta-
data like the locations of data objects, implement a monitoring
facility, detect failures and coordinate the recovery of failed
nodes, and also provide a naming service. Objects stored in
DXRAM’s key-value store are called chunks. Every chunk has
a 64-bit globally unique ID called a chunk ID (CID). This
ID consists of two separate parts: A 16-bit node ID of the
object creator and a 48-bit locally unique sequential number.
Thereby, 65,536 nodes with around 280 trillion chunks per
node are addressable. The sequential generated CIDs allow the
use of compact global metadata management by using range-
based B-trees on superpeers and compact paging-like address
translation tables on peers. The address translation yields O(1)
performance as well as overall low memory consumption.
A custom memory allocator for small objects ensures low
memory overhead per object. A chunk can have an arbitrary
size of up 2 GB (Java byte array maximum size) and is stored
in dynamic sized and chained blocks of up to 8 MB.

B. DXCompute

DXCompute is a new layer built on top of the DXRAM ar-
chitecture adding services to execute computations locally and
also remotely on storage nodes. Interactive queries on graph
data are supported by providing lightweight Jobs managed by
the JobService which uses a per node configurable fixed size
thread pool. A work stealing approach implements implicit
load balancing between threads of one JobService [10]. If a
job needs to access data located on a remote node, the job can
be delegated to the data-owning node. This will improve data
locality when executing the job and increase performance.

If a computation involves more than one node, multiple
nodes have to be coordinated. The MasterSlaveService (see
figure 2) implements compute groups within the DXRAM
network topology consisting of one coordinator (master) and
an arbitrary number of compute nodes (slaves). The master
node controls the slave nodes of its group by managing
joining/leaving of slaves to the compute group, accepting
compute tasks, scheduling compute tasks to all slaves and
synchronizing slaves between compute tasks. When writing
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Figure 1: The DXRAM layered architecture. The engine and
a collection of core services and components form the core
of DXRAM. DXCompute is built on top of the core adding
services for computations. DXGraph requires DXCompute and
adds features for graph processing.
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Figure 2: MasterSlaveService architecture implemented in
DXCompute. The example shows three peers sending tasks
to the master of the compute group (CGID) 3 with two slaves
connected. Green indicates data flow over the network. Thread
activity is colored red.

a compute task, the programmer has access to the current
compute group’s unique ID, the slave ID assigned to the
node as well as node IDs of all other slaves of the current
compute group and all of the core DXRAM services. The
programmer can use the IDs as indices for partitioning his
data or controlling the computation flow (see section V-B).

C. DXGraph

DXGraph extends DXCompute (see section III-B) by
adding data structures and algorithms for graph generation,
loading and processing. Currently, it contains compute tasks
for the MasterSlaveService to load graph data from disk to
DXRAM’s key-value store and execute a multithreaded dis-
tributed BFS on a loaded graph. Vertices of the graph are rep-
resented naturally as Vertex objects and stored in DXRAM’s
key-value store (see IV-A). Details about the loading task
are provided in section V-B and the BFS implementation is
discussed in section V-C.

IV. TYPICAL GRAPH PROCESSING STEPS

Data operations like online queries as well as offline graph
processing are often based on a traversal of subgraphs. Ac-

cessing the neighborhoods of many vertices often results in
irregular access patterns. Very large graphs do not fit into the
main memory of a single machine and need to be partitioned,
stored and processed on many machines (refer to IV-B). The
combination of irregular access patterns on graphs stored on
many machines typically results in a high network traffic.

The Graph500 benchmark [2] executes a breadth-first search
on a huge graph to measure random access performance of
clusters and shared memory machines. With BFS being one
of the important building blocks for many graph algorithms
and queries, it is a very good candidate to measure the overall
performance of a graph processing system. This stress test is
challenging for the network subsystem, the data lookup and the
memory management. Many small data objects demand high
efficiency and low overhead towards memory management.

A. Common Graph Representations

There are two ways to represent the graph and its com-
ponents. The first method is a 2D representation as an edge
matrix. A N ×N sparse matrix, with N being the number of
vertices of the graph, is created with entries (m,n) specifying
that vertex m has an outgoing edge to vertex n. This is a
typical format for shared memory [11] systems. The second
method is a 1D representation as a collection of vertex objects.
Each vertex object can contain further attributes but only a list
of adjacent vertices is required. This representation fits GPUs
[12], NUMA machines [13] or distributed memory systems
[14]. This natural representation blends well with our key-
value store by creating one object for each vertex and storing it
with a unique CID. Furthermore, the graph is split into separate
vertex objects allowing us to distribute them to different nodes
easily as needed.

B. Graph Partitioning

As mentioned in section IV, if a graph does not fit into the
memory of a single machine it needs to be split into multiple
partitions. Partitioning a graph using FENNEL [15] or METIS
[16] creates graph partitions with minimized edge cut reduc-
ing network communication on graph traversals compared to
random partitioning. This can be part of the loading and graph
construction step (see section IV-C) or a separate offline pre-
processing step. However, computing an optimal partition is
not a trivial task because the algorithms are in the category of
NP-hard problems.

C. Data Loading and Graph Construction

Formats of existing graph data [17] might not fit the in-
memory representation and require a conversion step for
loading the data. This includes identifying vertices with IDs or
hashes that are usable to the system or the actual in memory
representation as objects or a sparse matrix. Basically, there
are two approaches for converting graphs. Offline conversion
is very flexible as we introduce a separate preprocessing step
which does not have to involve the target graph processing
system. This step converts the input data to an appropriate
representation the target system can handle easily.



Online conversion constructs the graph from any (sup-
ported) input data format by executing the necessary steps
during loading on the target system. However, the conversion
steps might require additional memory and can lower the
amount available for storing the final graph data. Furthermore,
if the graph data is loaded over and over again, the online
conversion will generate the same data but will always extend
execution time of the loading phase.

Running an offline conversion step on the desired data set
once and storing data in a fitting intermediate representation
is the preferred approach to speed up the loading process
which can take minutes or up to hours. When applying
partitioning algorithms (see section IV-B), a preprocessing
step is necessary anyway. Dynamic graphs like managed by
Facebook grow and evolve over time and do not need the pre-
processing steps.

D. The Breadth-First Search Algorithm

BFS is a building block for many graph processing al-
gorithms. It traverses all reachable vertices from one source
vertex determining their distance/depth. Algorithm 1 shows
a common abstract implementation of the level synchronous
top-down BFS algorithm.

The input graph is defined by G(V,E) with the number of
vertices n = |V | and the number of edges m = |E|. BFS uses
lists, also called frontiers, to keep track of vertices that have
to be processed on the current iteration level (current frontier)
and vertices that will be processed on the next iteration level
(next frontier). Level synchronous BFS processes the graph in
steps which we call iteration levels.

Performance for best-case and worst-case are equal because
the search has to traverse all connected edges from the root.
There are different ways to generate output data in this
algorithm. Algorithm 1 stores the determined depth with each
vertex, thus altering the input graph which might not be desired
for some applications. Alternatively, one can store a list of
parents for each vertex creating a spanning tree rooted at the
input root r.

Algorithm 1: Sequential top-down BFS algorithm
Input: G(V, E), with dist for each neighbor nb of v ∈ V ,

nb.dist = -1; root vertex r
Output: G(V, E) with depth for each v ∈ V

1 r.dist = 0;
2 curfrontier ← r, nextfrontier ← ∅;
3 while curfrontier 6= ∅ do
4 foreach v in curfrontier do
5 foreach neighbor nb of v do
6 if nb.dist = -1 then
7 nextfrontier ← nextfrontier ∪ n;
8 n.dist = v.dist+ 1;

9 curfrontier ← nextfrontier;
10 nextfrontier ← ∅;

Beamer et al. [14] are proposing the “direction-optimizing
BFS” algorithm, a hybrid approach for level synchronous BFS
combining the classic top-down with a novel bottom-up ap-
proach to speed up BFS execution. When traversing the graph
in top-down manner, the algorithm tries to visit every neighbor
of every vertex of the current frontier on each iteration level.
As the algorithm progresses and the depth level is increasing,
many vertices are already visited resulting in many failed
“not visited” checks. When the current frontier is large, most
neighbors of the vertices in the frontier have already been
visited but the top-down approach is still processing them.
The bottom-up approach is more suitable in this situation. For
every unvisited vertex of the graph, it checks if its list of
neighbors contains one of the vertices in the current frontier
i.e. is there a connection from any unvisited child to a parent
of the current frontier. This requires keeping a list of already
visited and unvisited vertices (see section V-A). By checking
all unvisited vertices of the graph, the bottom up approach
is only suitable if the current frontier contains a significant
fraction of the graph. For a hybrid and high performant BFS
implementation, one combines both approaches with top-down
at the first and last iteration levels and bottom-up in the middle
when the frontier is at its largest. Further details are explained
in our implementation in section V-C2.

V. GRAPH PROCESSING WITH DXGRAPH

The DXGraph layer contains an implementation of a dis-
tributed multithreaded direction-optimizing BFS algorithm
with the DXRAM core and DXCompute layer. Furthermore,
the layer contains data structures for the algorithm as well
as tasks for generating and loading data. The DXRAM core
provides the distributed key-value storage as well as message
passing. Moreover, we used the MasterSlaveService from
DXCompute to easily distribute and execute computation tasks
on an arbitrary number of slave nodes.

A. Data Representation

Before execution, the graph data needs to be loaded. For
storing the vertex data, we are using the natural 1D data
representation (see section IV-A). The vertex IDs are refered
to as CIDs and vice versa (depending on the context). For the
implementation, both terminologies refer to the same number.
Every vertex has a neighbor list of CIDs referencing other
vertices stored as chunks and a field to assign the depth of the
vertex.

B. Data Generation, Conversion and Loading

Input data is generated by the edge list generator of
the Graph500 reference implementation [2]. The kronecker
generator creates a random graph with low locality based
on the scale and edge factor input parameters. A simple
converter loads different graph input formats, such as the
edge list format from the kronecker generator and creates an
intermediate output graph suitable for DXRAM’s key-value
store allowing concurrent loading of the data on multiple nodes
with low memory overhead. Furthermore, additional metadata



is generated to allow distribution of the data to an arbitrary
number of nodes (random distribution). The metadata provides
information on slicing the graph into almost equally sized
partitions according to the number of nodes.

One thread on each DXRAM node is reading vertices of its
assigned partition from the input graph file into an intermediate
buffer. A second thread is removing vertices from the buffer,
allocating memory in the key-value storage and storing the
Vertex. Sequential loading of the vertices ensures that the
sequentially generated CIDs are correctly assigned to match
the order of the vertex IDs. However, the vertex IDs of the
neighbor lists need to be re-based to match the node’s local
IDs starting with ID 1 on each node. This is a simple and
inexpensive task because we can easily calculate a fixed offset
for the IDs using the partition index for every vertex.

C. Optimized BFS Implementation

1) Data Structure BitVector: Efficiency of the algorithm is
not only determined by the implementation of the algorithm
itself but also by high performant and low overhead concurrent
data structures. BFS requires an implementation of a frontier
data structure storing the vertices to be processed in the current
iteration and for all vertices to be processed in the next
iteration. Common dynamic data structures like lists or queues
are not very suitable for large graphs. Storing a 4 byte vertex
ID, using an array to implement the data structure, the frontier
requires 4GB for a graph with one billion vertices. Moreover,
to avoid duplicates that increase memory consumption, the
list needs to be iterated and checked if a vertex is already in
the list. This operation is very expensive (O(n) runtime) and
slows down overall execution time of the algorithm.

Hence, a data structure providing O(1) lookup time for
entries, a low per vertex memory overhead, no duplicate
entries and efficient concurrent access is required.

We address these challenges with a static bit vector based
data structure called BitVector similar to Berrendorf’s bitmap
implementation [13]. Each bit represents the vertex ID (vid) by
its index in the continuous array of bits where 1 indicates the
list “contains” the vertex and 0 “not in the list”. This allows
highly efficient lookup, insert and remove operations using a
primitive long array (64 bit per array entry) in O(1) providing
the following operations:

// Entry check
(array[vid / 64] & (1 << (vid % 64))) > 0
// Entry set
array[vid / 64] |= (1 << (vid % 64))
// Entry clear
array[vid / 64] &= ~(1 << (vid % 64))

The BitVector avoids inserting duplicates implicitly and yields
constant time performance when adding entries. Implementing
low overhead synchronization using compare and swap (CAS)
operations is simple and allows highly concurrent access.

2) Algorithm: The algorithm is implemented as a task
to be executed with our MasterSlaveService. Algorithms 2
and 3 show simplified versions of the control flow of the
implementation. Furthermore, figure 3 shows the vertex data

Algorithm 2: Simplified version of our main task thread
of the BFS implementation

Input: G(V,E), RootVertexList rootlist
Output: G(V, E) with depth for each v ∈ V

1 bfslevel = 0;
2 BitVector curfront, nextfront, visited;
3 startWorkerThreads();
4 foreach root in rootlist do
5 curfront.clear(); visited.clear();
6 if IsStoredCurNode(root) then
7 root.markVisited(bfslevel);
8 visited.insert(root);
9 curfront.insert(root);

10 loop = true;
11 while loop do
12 while curfrontier.notEmpty do
13 yield ; // Wait for workers, hot standby

/* BFS level sync with remote workers,

exchange nextfront state */

14 allRemoteNextFrontsEmpty =
bfsLevelBarrierSync();

15 if nextfront.empty and allRemoteNextFrontsEmpty
then

16 loop = false ; // BFS finished

17 else
18 swapFrontiers(curfront, nextfront);
19 nextfront.clear();
20 bfslevel++ ; // next iteration level

21 stopWorkerThreads() ; // Workers: run=false
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Algorithm 3: Simplified version of a single worker thread
of the BFS implementation (top-down only)
/* Each thread has shared access */

Input: Frontier curfront, nextfront, visited; bfslevel
1 run = true ; // loop, termination by main task

2 Vertex[] vertexBuffer ; // Thread local buffer

3 while run do
4 if curfrontier.empty then
5 yield ; // Wait for vertex IDs, hot standby

6 else
/* Get vertex objects from storage */

7 fillVertexBuffer(curfront, vertexBuffer);
/* Vertices in curfront are always local */

8 foreach vertex in vertexBuffer do
9 foreach neighbor in vertex.neighbors do

/* Processing local neighbors only,

delegating remote ones */

10 if IsStoredCurNode(neighbor) and
visited.contains(neighbor) then

11 neighbor.markVisited(bfslevel);
12 visited.insert(neighbor);
13 nextfront.insert(neighbor);
14 else

/* Remote node adds non visited

vertices to nextfront */

15 sendVertexToNodeOwner(neighbor);

flow. The bottom-up code is further explained below, but was
removed in the pseudo-code for better readability.

A fixed but configurable number of worker threads is used
on each node. The threads are kept on hot standby to avoid
startup latencies and are stopped after the algorithm has
terminated. Each worker thread has its own local vertex buffer
for buffering a configurable number of vertices to enhance data
locality and improve throughput. Another buffer for sending
non-local vertex IDs to remote nodes is explained below. The
current, next and visited BitVectors are allocated per node and
shared among the threads on a single node.

For a prior loaded graph, a single vertex ID or list of vertex
IDs is provided as root(s) to the task as input parameters. The
algorithm is started on the slave owning the root vertex. The
node marks it as visited and adds it to the current frontier.
The worker threads are accessing the frontiers concurrently
and “stealing” vertices from the current frontier resulting in
implicit load balancing among them. For each locally buffered
vertex, a thread checks its neighbors and determines if each
neighbor is stored on the current node. If the neighbor is
locally stored, it marks it as visited and adds it to the next
frontier. Otherwise, it sends the vertex ID to the remote node
owning the vertex by adding it to the vertex message buffer.
The remote node receives a message with the vertex ID, checks
if the vertex is already visited, marks it as visited and adds
it to his next frontier. Additional steps to retrieve the actual

vertex chunks from the storage are necessary before iterating
the vertex’s neighbor list. Delegate messages with vertex IDs
are sent in batches to better utilize network bandwidth and
batch processing on the remote node.

When the main task thread detects that his local current
frontier is empty, it finishes the iteration by synchronizing
with the other nodes (see section V-C4). With the exchanged
information on this step, every node can determine if it has to
terminate the breadth-first search and stop the worker threads
or continue with the next level and swapping their current and
next frontiers.

3) Top-Down with Bottom-Up, a Hybrid Approach: Our
initial top-down only implementation was already performing
very well, but in combination with a bottom-up approach,
we were able to improve execution time even further (see
section VI). Before each level iteration, every node checks
if it has to run the upcoming iteration top-down or bottom-up.
Provided by Beamer et.al [14], mf > m

10 determines if we
switch from top-down to bottom-up and nf < n

14k determines
if we switch from bottom-up to top-down with mf being
the number of edges and nf the number of vertices in the
current frontier of all nodes. k specifies the graph’s degree.
All necessary information is exchanged on the multicast level
synchronization with all other nodes ensuring that every node
runs the same approach for the current level.

4) Synchronization: Level synchronous BFS requires syn-
chronizing all participating threads of all nodes after each
iteration level. We decided to implement an all-to-all bar-
rier [18] using our efficient network subsystem and atomic
counters to keep the latency between BFS iteration levels
low. Furthermore, we combine this synchronization step with
exchanging data for local calculation of top-down/bottom-
up switching and BFS termination to avoid adding more
messaging overhead. When reaching the barrier, each node
sends his next frontier vertex count as well as edge count to
all other nodes and waits on hot standby. Each node waits until
it received this data from all other nodes. The last incoming
message releases the barrier and the waiting thread is released
immediately ensuring low delays.

VI. EVALUATION

We evaluated DXGraph’s BFS and compared it to equivalent
implementations of the two state-of-the-art systems Grappa
[8] and GraphLab [5]. We analyze memory consumption and
overhead of the loaded graph data as well as execution time
of the algorithm. In this paper, we did not evaluate loading
times. All systems are loading and processing the graph
with mechanisms for persistency and fault-tolerance disabled.
Because of the preprocessing step, our loading phase is much
faster than Grappa’s or GraphLab’s which are lacking this
extra step. Furthermore, this aspect is not important as we
are aiming for online processing and analysis with graph data
generated and evolving by interactive user input.

The input graph data was generated by the Graph500’s
reference implementation of a Kronecker generator. The
graph’s scale is the logarithm base two of the number
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of vertices, i.e. numverts = 2scale. The edgefactor de-
scribes the ratio of the graph’s edge count to its vertex
count and delivers the total edge count of the graph with
numedges = 2scale · edgefactor. The total size is calculated
by numedges · 16 with a vertex ID size of 8 bytes resulting in
an edge size of 16 bytes. The generated graph contains emp-
ty/isolated vertices, self-loops and duplicate edges. According
to the specification, these are stored with the generated data but
can be filtered when constructing the graph. All three systems
do not execute any filtering on the input data. Furthermore,
graph data is randomly distributed for all systems without
using partitioning algorithms as desribed in section IV-B.

We created a scale 24 and 27 graph using the genera-
tor. The largest connected subgraph for the scale 24 graph
has 8,864,904 vertices and 536,865,232 non duplicate edges.
For the scale 27 graph, it spans 63,035,883 vertices and
4,293,897,563 non duplicate edges. For both subgraphs, the
non duplicate edge count covers over 99.99% of all edges
for each input graph. The subgraph sizes were determined by
counting vertices and edges using DXGraph’s BFS implemen-
tation. Currently, we are limited to the scale 27 graph because
the generator must be executed on a single node and requires
the same amount of memory as the generated output data.
However, we already started to switch to a UV2000 shared
memory machine with 16 TB RAM provided by the computing
center of our university which will allow us creating much
larger graphs.

We used the scale 24 graph for comparing the systems
because we were not able to load anything bigger on our
cluster with Grappa. We are in contact with the developers
and hope to resolve this to allow future evaluations with even
bigger graphs. All tests were executed on four nodes of our
cluster with Intel Xeon E5-1660 CPUs (6 cores with hyper-
threading) and 64GB RAM connected by Gigabit Ethernet
running Debian 8.4. For DXGraph, we used OpenJDK’s Java
1.8 runtime.

A. Memory Overhead

Low memory overhead per vertex is crucial to utilize
the available amount of memory efficiently. Thus, we are
comparing the amount of memory used by the loaded and
constructed graph on each system. Figure 4 shows the amount
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Figure 5: Lowest execution times of the standard top-down
and direction optimized BFS.

of memory on each system occupied by the constructed
scale 24 graph before BFS execution. GraphLab’s demand
for space is approximately five times the size of the input
graph (4096 MB) where Grappa and DXGraph add far less
overhead. DXGraph’s results are based on a compact vertex
data representation as well as its highly efficient and low
footprint memory management and custom allocator suited for
many small objects [9].

B. Execution Time and MTEPS

Following the specification of the second kernel of the
Graph500 benchmark, we have evaluated the execution time
of the algorithm. Execution speed is classified in million
traversed edges per second (MTEPS).

For Grappa and GraphLab, we executed the algorithm on
each system multiple times with different random root vertices.
DXGraph used the root vertex list generated by the kronecker
generator with 64 random root vertices. Performance of the
algorithm is influenced by the root vertex determining the
spanned subgraph which might also lead to best or worst case
performance. This effect can be observed especially with the
direction optimized algorithm [14].

Figure 5 compares each system’s peak performance (lowest
execution times). We compared the top-down only implemen-
tations of all three systems as well as the direction optimized
versions of DXGraph and Grappa (no implementation was
available for GraphLab). For the standard top-down algorithm,
DXGraph’s implementation is about 2.5 times faster than
Grappa’s and GraphLab’s. Furthermore, DXGraph’s top-down
implementation can even keep up with Grappa’s direction
optimized implementation. Comparing the lowest execution
time of the direction optimized versions, DXGraph’s Java
implementation is 5 times faster than Grappa’s C++ imple-
mentation.

Figure 6 shows all 64 execution times of DXGraph’s BFS
implementation. The blue data points are the runs of the
standard top-down with an average execution time of 9.0
seconds and the green data points are the runs of the direction
optimized approach with an average of 5.9 seconds. Both
average times are still outperforming Grappa’s and GraphLab’s
lowest execution times. For the top-down version, the first
data point reflects the JVM’s runtime optimization of the
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Figure 6: Execution times of 64 top-down (green) and
direction optimized (blue) BFS runs on DXGraph. The
black line marks the avarage execution time for all top-down
runs and the red line for all direction optimized runs.

generated byte code. The performance of any run of the
direction optimized variant depends on the root vertex but
many show optimal or close to optimal execution times. Even
for runs not performing well, only a few are exceeding the
average execution time of the top-down only approach.

With a total number of 536,865,232 non duplicate and
non self-loop traversed edges (as described in VI), an overall
peak performance of 24.740 MTEPS is reached for GraphLab,
60.594 MTEPS for Grappa and 325.373 MTEPS for DXGraph.
Furthermore, running the scale 27 graph with a total number of
4,293,897,563 non duplicate and non self-loop traversed edges,
DXGraph’s peak performance hits 323.579 MTEPS with a
lowest iteration time of 13.27 seconds.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed DXGraph, an extensible graph
framework implemented on top of the in-memory key-value
store DXRAM, as well as the additional layer DXCompute
for executing computations on storage nodes. Furthermore,
we implemented a standard top-down as well as direction
optimized BFS algorithm as specified by the second kernel
of the Graph500 benchmark using DXRAM with its key-
value store and networking subsystem and the master-slave
service of DXCompute. Our low memory footprint data
structure BitVector allows highly parallel execution of the
BFS algorithm with multiple threads on each node and low
synchronization overhead. Efficient communication and low
overhead synchronization during BFS runs are achieved using
straight forward message passing with DXRAM’s network
subsystem. The comparison of equivalent BFS implementa-
tions executed on Grappa and GraphLab, two state-of-the-art
graph processing systems, shows that DXGraph outperforms
both systems with a peak throughput of over 323 million
traversed edges per second, which is about five times the
throughput of Grappa and thirteen times the throughput of
GraphLab, on a graph with over 4 billion edges. In the future,
we want to extend the evaluation of the BFS algorithm to
further systems, such as Trinity and GraphX. We also want to
scale out to more nodes with the goal to move to the cloud,
also with Infiniband. Moreover, we want to increase the graph
size to the terabyte scale which is also a good opportunity

utilizing the vast cloud resources. Other essential algorithms
like page rank will enhance DXGraph and allow us to compare
not only to Grappa and GraphLab, but also to further systems
as well. Moreover, we want to switch to online analytics on
dynamic graphs.
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